*Metro station closed due to works. Shuttle bus service provided.
Transportation from conference center to Concert venue:
Palau de la música Catalana

• Option A (~45 minutes)
  • Take bus 41. Run 18 stops.
• Option B (~50 minutes)
  • Take bus 141. Run 14 stops.
• Option C. (~35 minutes)
  • Take tram T4 to “Glories” (5 stops)
  • Take metro L1 at Glòries direction “Hospital de Bellvitge”
  • Exit at “Urquinaona” (3 stops)
• Option D.
  • Take shuttle bus of metro L4 at “Maresme/Forum”
  • Connexion to metro L4 at “Ciutadella Vila olimpica” (5 stops)
  • Exit at “Urquinaona” (3 stops)
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